Lactation Room List
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Key

BJH
BJH – Managed by OFMD
SLCH
WUSM
WUSM – Not managed by OFMD

1234 Kingshighway

- 1st Floor, Room 1012 (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 counters, fridge, sink, microwave and an Ameda pump.

4444 Forest Park

- Basement, Room 503B (located in the Occupational Therapy Student Lounge – 1 space): Amenities include a chair, table and fridge.
- 2nd floor, Room 2903 (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 tables, a fridge and an Ameda pump.
- 4th Floor, Room 4183 (sign-in/retrieve key from room 4127, exit the room and go left down the hallway, use key to enter the door straight ahead, follow the hallway to the end and make a right and the room is on the right hand side – this room is only available Monday through Friday, 8 AM to 4 PM – 1 space): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 tables, fridge and phone.

@4240

- 3rd Floor, Room 3046 (1 space): Amenities include a chair, counter, sink and fridge.

4480

- 1st Floor, Room 1105 (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 counters, fridge, sink, microwave and an Ameda pump.
- 2nd Floor, Room 2506 (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 counters, fridge, sink, microwave and an Ameda pump.

4511

- 4th Floor, Room 4009 (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 counters, fridge, sink, microwave and an Ameda pump.

Barnard

- 3rd Floor, Room 3338 (3 spaces): Amenities include 3 chairs, table, fridge and 3 Ameda pumps.

Barnes West County Hospital, Medical Office Building #3

- 1st Floor, Room 120 (1 space): Amenities include a chair and table. The room is open Monday to Friday from 8am to 5pm.

Biotech

- 1st Floor, Room G-43 (2 spaces): Amenities include a chair, fridge, microwave and an Ameda pump.

Barnes Jewish Institute of Health

- 2nd Floor, Room 2014 (1 space): Amenities include a chair, fridge, microwave and an Ameda pump.
Cancer Research

- 1st Floor, Room 1009A (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, table, a fridge and an Ameda pump.

Clayton Avenue Building

- 1st Floor (located in the Medication Room within the Child Development Center – 1 space): Amenities include a love seat.

Center for Outpatient Health

- 7th Floor (2 spaces): Amenities include a chair, counter, Ameda pump, fridge and microwave.
- 9th Floor (2 spaces): Amenities include a chair, counter, Ameda pump, fridge and microwave.

Clinical Sciences Research Building – North Tower Addition

- 1st Floor, Room 103 (2 spaces): Amenities include a chair, fridge and 2 Ameda pumps.
- 2nd Floor, Room 202 (3 spaces): Amenities include a chair, fridge, lockers and 2 Ameda pumps.

The Commons

- 2nd Floor, Room 203 (located in the quiet room across from restrooms – 1 space): Amenities include a chair and table.
- 4th Floor, Room 403 (located in the quiet room across from restrooms – 1 space): Amenities include a chair and table.

Couch Biomedical Research Building

- 4th floor, Room 4201 (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, table, counter, sink, fridge and an Ameda pump.

Maternity Building

- 8th Floor, Room 8003 (1 space): Amenities include 1 chair, 1 counter, fridge, microwave and an Ameda pump.

McDonnell Pediatric Research Building

- 1st Floor, Room 1101A (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 counters, fridge, microwave and an Ameda pump.

McDonnell Science

- 3rd Floor, Room 3017 (located in the restroom with curtain – 2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, table, fridge and an Ameda pump.

Mid Campus Center

- WUSM lactation rooms (2023, 10023 and 12023) – Amenities include a chair, Ameda pump, counter, fridge, microwave and lockers.
- BJH lactation rooms (4023 and 6023) – Amenities include a chair, Ameda pump, counter, fridge, microwave and lockers.

Northwest Tower

- 8th Floor, Room 8145 (Exit the elevator and enter room 800B, then immediately turn left and the room is straight ahead – 1 space): Amenities include a chair, Medela Symphony pump, phone and table. Because of the high demand for this room, we utilize a phone to determine if someone is in the room. Please call 286-2662 and if the phone rings, the room isn’t occupied. If the phone doesn’t ring and is busy, someone is in the room. When you use the room, take the phone off the hook and replace it when you are finished with the room.
- 14th Floor, Room 14215 (1 space): Amenities include a chair, counter, fridge and microwave.

Parkview Tower

- 1st Floor (6 spaces): Amenities include a chair and table.
Rand Johnson (Barnes South)

- 5th Floor (between clinical units 5200 and 5300 – 2 spaces): Amenities include a chair, table, sink and Ameda hospital-grade breast pump. One lactation room is for staff, faculty and students who have a valid BJH/SLCH/WUSM badge can center. The other lactation room is open for visitors, staff, faculty and students.

St. Louis Children's Hospital

- 5th Floor (by the NICU - 3 spaces): Amenities include a chair, table and Ameda hospital-grade breast pump.

Taylor Avenue Building

- 1st Floor, Room 1041 (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, table, sink, microwave, fridge and 2 Ameda pumps.

West Pavilion (Barnes South)

- 17th Floor, Room 17324 (5 spaces – take the central service elevators to the 17th floor): Amenities include a 2 Ameda Platinum pumps. The suite has a card reader and anyone with a valid BJH/SLCH/WUSM badge can center. Please call Barnes-Jewish Department of Public Safety at 314-362-0750 with any access questions.

Wohl Clinic, Room 2211B

- 2nd Floor, Room 2211B (2 spaces): Amenities include 2 chairs, 2 counter spaces, sink, fridge, a microwave and an Ameda pump.

Coming soon!

- CAM - (TBD spaces) Opening after the completion of department realignment
- IWJ - (1 space) Opening in 2020
- West Building - (1 space) Opening in 2020